is looking for a LOCATION-based Mexico City

Financial Operations Analyst Spanish Speaking
LATAM
Why is PPRO Recruiting?
Allpago Latin American payment provider has been acquired by PPRO to become the world’s leading
platform for local payments. For PPRO international expansion and rapid growth requires that we improve
the LATAM Team to keep on going our different countries and merchants’ operations.
Who are we?
PPRO helps people to pay and get paid. Our technology and expertise overcome barriers to help online
merchants sell goods and services, wherever in the world, they want to. While PPRO has been running for
13 years, we still maintain a flexible startup environment, where every idea is heard, and there’s always
room for improvement.
We have offices in Singapore, London, Munich, Cologne, Berlin, Luxembourg, Atlanta, San Francisco, Mexico
City and Sao Paulo with a diverse group of more than 30 nationalities -- all united around one goal -- to
deliver the best possible products and services to our partners and customers. While our company mission
is to keep innovating in the global digital commerce field, our internal mission is to do so while encouraging
a culture of embracing change, collaboration, building trust and always raising the bar.
What will be your main mission?
You are a Finance Operations Analyst with a strong sense of inquiry and search, proactive and
collaborative in order to achieve the high service quality standard and satisfy our clients needs. We are
on the lookout for an experienced Operation Financial Analyst, who is not afraid of challenges and capable
of embrace change.
Who will you be working with?
•
•
•

You will be part of our LATAM team, that is composed by small but passionate group of
professionals, located in Mexico City. We are looking for someone that Appreciate the value of the
team work and understand the meaning of helping others to reach a common goals.
You will be working together with different departments like IT, finance and Sales
You will be in contact with different Connectors, Banks and services providers.

What will be your main responsibilities?
•
•
•

Transactional and financial reconciliation of different clients accounts
Analysis and resolution of the reconciliation differences
Attend the main complains and ticket resolutions.

How your success will be measured?
•
•

Assuring the correct training and support for all our Operation Process
Through our daily Recon and Alerts JIRA Tickets in order to maintain our performance KPI´s
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What are the skills for this position?
•

Proven 2-5 years work experience preferably in finance, fintech business, finance services,
payments, data bases and similar.

•

Bachelor’s in Finance, Accounting, Economy or Engineering

•

Great attention to details and self-sufficiency

•

Fluent in written and Spoken English

•

Basic IT Skills (databases, MS Office, etc.)

●

Advanced Excel knowledge
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